KITCHEN ACCESSORIES
NEW MAESTRO KIT VS/CP COLOR

- Frontal Panel
- Urban Colors Edition

COLOR
- Black Glass
- Stone grey glass
- White Glass

NEW MAESTRO KIT VS/CP COLOR

- Frontal Panel
- Urban Colors Edition

NEW MAESTRO KIT VS/CP COLOR

- Frontal Panel
- Urban Colors Edition

CHIMNEY EXTENSION 800 MM

- Tubecovers 800 mm for decorative bells
- Superior 675/775/975 long DM WHITE

COLOR
- Steam grey glass
- London brick brown glass
HOBS UNION KIT EFX

- Kit binding worktop.
- Exclusive design for all models: EFX.

RECIRCULATION KITS SET 1/L

- Recommended kits when vent to the outside is not possible
- It incorporates anchoring supports the engine and filters
- Activated carbon filters to keep the kitchen clean environment and healthy
- Easy installation and replacement after the accumulation of particles in the filter to make it lose purification
- Available for models of decorative hoods DQ 2

RECIRCULATION KITS SET 1/S

- Free installation kit DHI hood 90 (SET 1 / S)

CHIMNEY EXTENSION 800 MM

- Tubecovers 800 mm for decorative bells
- Superior long DBB / DVT BLACK

CHIMNEY EXTENSION 800 MM

- Tubecovers 800 mm for decorative bells
- Superior long DLV / DBB / DVT / DBT INOX

CHIMNEY EXTENSION 800 MM

- Tubecovers 800 mm for decorative bells
- Superior 675/775/975 long DM INOX / DJ
KITCHEN SPARE PARTS

CHIMNEY EXTENSION 800 MM
- Tubecovers 800 mm for decorative bells
- Superior long-DQ2 INOX

CHIMNEY EXTENSION 800 MM
- Tubecovers 800 mm for decorative bells
- Superior long-DH2 / DLH / DPL / NC2 / DG3 / SLD / DPS / DSS

UPPER PIPE COVER DLV/DVT BLACK
- Tubecovers color for vertical bells
- Superior DLV / DVT BLACK

LOWER PIPE COVER DLV/DVT BLACK
- Tubecovers color for vertical bells
- Lower DLV / DVT BLACK

UPPER PIPE COVER DVT WHITE
- Tubecovers color for vertical bells
- WHITE Superior DVT

LOWER PIPE COVER DVT WHITE
- Tubecovers color for vertical bells
- WHITE lower DVT
### CHARCOAL FILTER C1C
- Activated carbon filters for recirculating hood operation
- Periodic replacement is recommended when they lose purifying power
- Available for hoods: TL 7420, TL 6420, CNL 6400 and XTI (891/892)
- Rectangular model

### CHARCOAL FILTER C1R
- Activated carbon filters for the operation of the hood in recirculation
- Periodic replacement is recommended when they lose cleansing power
- Available for C 6420/9420 hoods
- Rectangular model

### CHARCOAL FILTER C5C
- Activated carbon filters for the operation of the hood in recirculation
- Periodic replacement is recommended when they lose cleansing power
- Available for hoods NR1 89
- Round pattern

### FILTRO DE CARBÓN ACTIVO D6C
- Activated carbon filters for the operation of the hood in recirculation
- Periodic replacement recommended when loss of purifying power
- Available for hoods: DVU
- Rectangular pattern

### CHARCOAL FILTER CNL 1C
- Activated carbon filters for the operation of the hood in recirculation
- Periodic replacement is recommended when they lose cleansing power
- Available for CNL 6415 hoods
- Rectangular pattern

### FILTRO DE CARBÓN ACTIVO D9C
- Activated carbon filters for the operation of the hood in recirculation
- Periodic replacement recommended when loss of purifying power
- Available for hoods: INTEGRA 665/965
- Rectangular pattern
KITCHEN SPARE PARTS

INTEGRATION PANEL DHI 90

- Active carbon filters for the operation of the hood in recirculation
- Periodic replacement recommended when loss of purifying power
- Available for hoods: DLV 985
- Rectangular pattern.

REFRIGERATOR JUNCTION KIT TS3 370/TGF3 270

- Ligation kit refrigerators TS3 370/270 TGF3

REFRIGERATOR JUNCTION KIT TS3 370/TGF3 270

- Ligation kit refrigerators TS3 370/270 TGF3

RECIRCULATION KITS SET 1/I

- MODELS HOODS:
  - CC-40

RECIRCULATION KIT SET 1/M

- MODELS HOODS:
  - - DL, DP, DB, CM, DLB, DCB, DVE, DVT 60/70/90, DVT 950/650, TGF 980/780/680, DVL 90, DMR 90 (SET 1/M)
  - - DU 90 (SET 1/M With chimney)
  - - DVT 985/785/685, DVL 985 B (SET 1/M + Adapter 61801340)

RECIRCULATION KIT SET 1/N

- MODELS HOODS:
  - - DSB, DJE, DJ 980/680, DJ 950/750/650, DPS, DH, DH 980/780/680, DHB, DH 1180/980/780/680 T, DPE 90, DPL - 90, DGE, NC1, NC2, DQ 950/750/650, NC 950/750/650, DFB 90, DHC 90 (SET 1/N)
  - - DH 1185/985/685, DH 1185/985/785/685 T, DP 985 T, DPL 985 T, DQ 985/785/685, NC 985/685/785 (SET 1/N + Adapter 61801340)
RECIRCULATION KITS SET 1/Q

- MODELS HOODS:
  - DPL 90

RECIRCULATION KITS SET 1/T

- MODELS HOODS:
  - DG3 ISLA/DSB ISLA/DH2 ISLA/DPL ISLA

THE STEAM BOX

- Includes two individual trays, allowing to cook several meals at the same time
- Inner grill. Ideal for cooking juicy meals, intensifying its flavours
- Extra deep tray to achieve a better diffusion and distribution of the heat
- Glass lid with an outlet valve and silicone coating for steam cooking
- All the components included in the MultiCook kit can be washed in the dishwasher

CHARCOAL FILTER C2C

- FOR RECIRCULATION USE
- MODELS HOODS: CS600

CHARCOAL FILTER C3R

- FOR RECIRCULATION USE
- MODELS HOODS:
  - CNL-3000, CNL-9000
**KITCHEN ACCESSORIES**

**NON-STICK ALUMINIUM TRAY KIT**
- Baking sheets
- Non-stick material for easy cleaning

**WISH 2-LEVEL TELESCOPIC SLIDES**
- System Removable oven guides
- Optional guides can be installed in the furnace with chrome guides or guide systems telescopic series
- Two slide rail kit

**WISH SINGLE-LEVEL TELESCOPIC SLIDES**
- System Removable oven guides
- Optional guides can be installed in the furnace with chrome guides or guide systems telescopic series
- A telescopic guide kit

**INDUCTION COOKWARE SET**
- The set of nine stainless steel parts comprises:
  - 1 Ø 24 cm pot
  - 1 Ø 20 cm pot
  - 1 Ø 16 cm pot
  - 1 pan Ø 28 cm Ø 16 cm pot 1
  - 4 lids.
  - Suitable for induction.

**DOMINO JOINT MODULAR HOB 1 UNIT**
- Kit for connecting modules with beveled glass.
- Exclusive design for models: IR 4200, IRF 3200, IR 3200 and TR 3220.

**HOBS UNION KIT IZ / TZ**
- Joining Kit for countertops with front bezel.
- Exclusive design for all models: IZ and TZ.
## TEKA ECO EASY 60 RECYCLING SYSTEM

- 1 container consists of 12 liter and 5 liter containers 2
- Free installation
- Furniture 45 cms

## RECICLYNG SYSTEM

- Formed by two containers 15 liters
- Free installation
- Galvanized steel guides (supports up to 50 kgs)
- Removable for easy cleaning
- Height 365 mm
- Furniture 45 cms

## TEKA ECO 60 RECYCLING SYSTEM

- Formed by two 15 liter
- System cabinet front opening 60 cms
- Easy mounting system
- Guides galvanized steel (supports up to 50 kgs)
- 60 cms furniture

## KIT STONE PIZZA DOUBLE COOK

## SISTEMA DE RECICLAJE TEKA ECO EASY 90

## TELESCOPIC GUIDES FOR 60 CM. OVENS 3 LEVELS
KITCHEN ACCESSORIES

TELESCOPIC GUIDES FOR 60 CM. OVENS 2 LEVELS

TELESCOPIC GUIDES FOR 60 CM. OVENS 1 LEVELS

KIT STONE GRILL DOUBLE COOK